Mechanisms Controlling Climate Warming Impact on the Occurrence of Hypoxia in Chesapeake Bay
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Research Impact Statement: This paper reports findings on the mechanisms determining climate warming effects on hypoxia and water quality in estuaries and provides important information for mitigation decision-making.

ABSTRACT: Climate change represents an increasing stressor on estuarine and coastal ecosystems. A series of simulations were run using the Integrated Compartment Water Quality Model to determine the magnitude of various mechanisms controlling the effect of climate warming on dissolved oxygen (DO) in the Chesapeake Bay. The results suggested that the average hypoxic volume in the summer would increase by 9% (410 Mm³) from 1995 to 2025 as air temperature increases by 1.06°C and water temperature by 0.9°C. The change in DO solubility contributes 55% of the total climate warming effect, biological rates 33%, and stratification 11%. The Rappahannock Shoal, a hydraulic control point, plays a major role in determining the effect of climate warming on DO in the Bay. Due to the abrupt change in bathymetry, the convergence between seaward-moving freshwater and landward-moving saltwater causes downwelling and enhanced vertical mixing which introduces surface water of higher temperature to the deep channel and accelerates organic matter remineralization and oxygen consumption in deep waters. Surface water DO concentrations will decrease under climate warming conditions due to lower DO solubility, reducing DO flux to the deep channel and contributing to hypoxia development. These findings provide critical information for future management decision making regarding the effects of climate warming on DO in Chesapeake Bay and other estuaries.
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INTRODUCTION

Increasing temperatures related to climate change are well documented (IPCC 2013). General Circulation Models (GCMs) project that the global surface temperature will increase by 3.7°C by the end of the 21st Century under the RCP8.5 scenario (RCP: Representative Concentration Pathway) and by 1.8°C under RCP4.5 compared to 1995 (IPCC 2013). The sea surface temperature (SST) over the Northeastern Continental Shelf (ranging from Maine through Maryland) increased about 0.9°C over the last three decades (Thomas et al. 2017; Dupigny-Giroux et al. 2018). Climate warming can represent an increasing stressor on estuarine and coastal ecosystems, particularly for those which experience anthropogenic stress of eutrophication and hypoxia (Justic et al. 1997; Diaz and Breitburg 2009; Meire et al. 2013; Altieri and Geden 2015; Lehrter et al. 2017).

Chesapeake Bay is the largest estuary in the United States (U.S.). It is located in the states of
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Maryland and Virginia with a watershed encompassing parts of six states plus all of Washington, D.C. Chesapeake Bay is eutrophic and experiences hypoxia during the summer season which will most likely be amplified by climate change (Du et al. 2018). Najjar et al. (2010) predicted that climate change will degrade water quality due to increases in precipitation and nutrient loading and decreases in dissolved oxygen (DO) solubility. Irby et al. (2018) predicted that climate change will have an overall detrimental effect in terms of water quality and hypoxia in the Bay mostly due to the change in DO solubility, and Li et al. (2015) also stated the importance of temperature-regulated solubility in determining climate warming effect on DO concentration. However, the question as to how the changing solubility affects DO concentration at the bottom of the stratified Bay remains poorly understood. Stratification is most evident in the Chesapeake in the summer due to a strong thermocline and halocline with warmer fresher water in the surface layer and relatively colder saltier water in deeper layers. DO concentrations are typically below saturation in deeper areas where it is unlikely that reaeration can directly affect DO concentration. Understanding the drivers and mechanisms controlling climate-warming impacts on DO and quantifying their relative importance are critical for adaptive management to mitigate its detrimental effects (Preston 2004). Though this paper is focused solely on the warming aspects of climate change, note that sea level rise and changes in nutrient loading will have additional impacts on DO described in Linker et al. (This volume).

Hydraulic control has been found in Chesapeake Bay where the bathymetry changes abruptly (Maryland Sea Grant College 2004; Zhong and Li 2006; Scully 2016). The Rappahannock Shoal, located in the lower Bay at the mouth of the Rappahannock River, is an area where the deep channel of the central Bay shoals from about 30 to 13 m deep in a very short distance (see bathymetry in Figure 1). Due to the shallow depth, fresher water moving southward meets saltier water moving northward from the coastal ocean, creating a convergence zone where downwelling and strong vertical mixing occur. Due to the physical convergence and turbulence, biogeochemical processes are also intensified at these hydraulic control points (Maryland Sea Grant College 2004). Using conductivity, temperature, and pressure sensors, and acoustic Doppler current profilers, Scully (2016) was able to observe the physical characteristics of the frontal zone at the Rappahannock Shoal in the summers of 2011 and 2013. The shoal is characterized by sharp horizontal salinity gradients across the edge of the shoal and surface water with higher DO is entrained into the deeper layers. The entrained water with higher DO propagates up-estuary along the deep channel with a speed of about 0.08 m/s (Scully 2016).

The objective of this paper was to assess the effect of the Rappahannock Shoal hydraulic control in determining the climate warming impact on DO in Chesapeake Bay using numerical simulation. Surface water entrained to the deep channel will have a higher temperature and lower DO solubility under warming conditions. The higher water temperature will increase the remineralization rate and hypoxia development. In addition, the lower DO solubility of the warmer entrained water will lower DO concentration, reducing DO supply to the deep channel and further aggravating hypoxia development.
We conducted a series of model simulations under warming climate conditions and compared the results with the control run using the Curvilinear Hydrodynamic Model in 3D (CH3D)-Integrated Compartment Model (ICM) simulation platform. Model scenarios were designed to discern each mechanism controlling climate-warming effects on hypoxia and water quality in the Bay, including DO solubility, respiration rate, and stratification. The CH3D (Sheng and Hirsh 1984; Sheng 1990; Johnson et al. 1991; Sheng et al. 1991) simulates the physical fields of currents and turbulence diffusivity which are used to drive the ICM (Cerco and Cole 1993; Cerco and Noel 2004, 2013). ICM simulates water quality, including phytoplankton, chlorophyll, nutrients, organic substances, DO, and sediment diageneis. This simulation system has been used by the Chesapeake Bay Program in supporting management decision making by the Bay Partnership and the development of the Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL). Also, ICM has been successfully applied in Chesapeake Bay using an unstructured grid (Xia and Jiang 2016).

METHODS

Model

Model simulations were carried out using the integrated hydrodynamic-water quality model CH3D-ICM (Cerco and Cole 1993; Cerco and Noel 2013). CH3D and ICM share the same 3D model grid structure and surface meteorological forcing. The major characteristics of CH3D and ICM related to temperature and heat flux are briefly described below. CH3D uses a curvilinear orthogonal grid in the horizontal and a z-coordinate in the vertical, with 11,064 surface cells ranging from 200 m to 1 km in resolution. The surface layer is 2.13 m thick at mean tide and varies in thickness due to meteorological and tidal forcing. All layers below have a constant thickness of 1.523 m. The number of vertical layers changes with the bathymetry, ranging from 19 layers in the deep central Bay to 1 layer in the shallow coastal region. CH3D computes the current and turbulence diffusivity that are used to drive the ICM simulation. ICM has a flexible model structure with a maximum of 36 state variables, but any of the variables can be disabled during the simulation. In this application, 28 variables were activated: temperature, salinity, three groups of phytoplankton (cyanobacteria, diatom, and green algae, with the latter representing all other species than the two former groups), nutrients (nitrogen and phosphorus), dissolved and particulate organic matter, DO, chemical oxygen demand (COD), and suspended sediments. Phytoplankton growth is controlled by light availability, nutrient limitation, and temperature. The temperature control on phytoplankton growth is parameterized using the function (Cerco and Noel 2013):

$$\mu(T) = \mu_{\text{max}} \cdot e^{-K_T(T-T_o)^2},$$

(1)

where $\mu_{\text{max}}$ is the maximum growth rate, $K_T$ is an exponential coefficient for temperature forcing on phytoplankton growth, and $T_o$ is the optimal temperature. The optimal temperature $T_o$ is set to 37°C for green algae. It should not be interpreted as the optimal temperature for a specific species of phytoplankton, but rather the optimal value for the population represented by the variable. $K_T$ is set to 0.002°C⁻¹ and $\mu_{\text{max}}$ to 300 g C/gchl/day based on Cerco and Noel (2013). Phytoplankton respiration and mineralization are parameterized with the exponential function:

$$R = aR e^{-k_R(T-T_R)},$$

(2)

where $a_R$ is the respiration rate set to 0.03 day⁻¹ at the reference temperature $T_R$ (20°C) and $k_R$ is the exponential coefficient set to 0.032 (Cerco and Noel 2013).

DO solubility (DO$_S$) is computed using the Garcia and Gordon formulation (Garcia and Gordon 1992). DO solubility in pure water (salinity = 0) decreases from 14.2 mg/L at 1°C to 6.9 mg/L at 35°C, i.e. DO solubility is reduced by half within the commonly observed water temperature range in the Bay (Figure 2). The relationship between DO solubility and temperature is nonlinear and the slope is greater at the lower temperature range than at higher temperature. The slope in pure water is about $-0.25$ mg/L/°C at 5°C, $-0.21$ mg/L/°C at 15°C, $-0.15$ mg/L/°C at 25°C and $-0.11$ mg/L/°C at 35°C. Higher salinity results in lower DO solubility. DO solubility decreases by 2.7 mg/L from pure water (salinity = 0) to salt water of 30 psu at the water temperature of 1°C, and this difference is reduced to 1.0 mg/L at 35°C water temperature over the same range of salinity change.

ICM uses the DiToro-Fitzpatrick diagenesis model to simulate the flux of organic matter to the bottom sediment and the remineralization, burial, and flux of nutrients and COD from the sediment to the water column (DiToro and Fitzpatrick 1993). Two sediment layers (aerobic and anaerobic) are simulated, and organic substances are divided into three categories based on the rate of remineralization (Westrich and Berner 1984) as $G_1$, $G_2$, and $G_3$. $G_1$ is labile, $G_2$ is more refractory, and $G_3$ is nearly inert. Linear approaches are implemented in terms of decay from organic particulate substances to dissolved inorganic components and the decay rates are linked to temperature using the formula (Cerco and Noel 2004):

$$G_i(T) = G_{i,0} \cdot e^{-k_i(T)} \cdot e^{-k_i(T)},$$

(3)

where $G_i(T)$ is the remineralization rate of category $i$, $G_{i,0}$ is the remineralization rate at reference temperature $T_R$, $k_i(T)$ is the exponential coefficient for temperature forcing on remineralization, and $k_i$ is the exponential coefficient set to 0.03 (Cerco and Noel 2013).

We simulated the climate-warming impacts on the occurrence of hypoxia in Chesapeake Bay using an unstructured grid (Xia and Jiang 2016).
where $G_i$ are the particulate organic matter categories $G_1$ to $G_3$, $K_{Gi}t$ is the decay rate at the reference temperature of 20°C, and assigned to $3.5 \times 10^{-2}$ day$^{-1}$ for $G_1$, $1.8 \times 10^{-3}$ day$^{-1}$ to $G_2$ and $6.5 \times 10^{-5}$ day$^{-1}$ to $G_3$, which yield half-life spans of 20 days, 1 year, and 30 years, respectively, and $\theta_i$ is the parameter determining the relationship between the decay rate and temperature (1.1, 1.15, and 1.17 for $G_1$, $G_2$, and $G_3$, respectively).

Edinger et al. (1974) deduced an equation for equilibrium water temperature ($T_e$) with the atmosphere:

$$ T_e = \frac{H_{an} + H_{an} - 306 + (K_T - 4.48)T_d^*}{K_T + 0.05T_d^* - 0.025T_e}, \quad (4) $$

Where:

$$ K_T = 4.48 + (\beta + 0.47)f(W) + 0.05T_e, \quad (5) $$

$$ f(W) = 9.2 + 0.46W^2, \quad (6) $$

$$ T_d^* = T_d + \frac{0.47(T_a - T_d)}{\beta + 0.47}, \quad (7) $$

$$ \beta = 0.35 + 0.015\frac{T_e + T_d}{2} + 0.0012\frac{(T_e + T_d)^2}{4}. \quad (8) $$

$H_{sn}$ and $H_{an}$ are net solar radiation and net atmospheric long-wave radiation, $K_T$ is the heat-transfer coefficient between the atmosphere and the ocean, $W$ is the wind speed at 7 m above the sea surface in m/s, $T_a$ air temperature, and $T_d$ dew point. Equations (4 through 8) were run iteratively until a steady-state solution is reached and the final solutions were then used during the simulation to calculate the heat flux $H_{net}$ in watt m$^{-2}$:

$$ H_{net} = K_T(T_e - T_s), \quad (9) $$

where $T_s$ is surface water temperature. The same heat flux scheme (Equation 9) was applied to both CH3D and ICM.

**Forcing Data**

The surface forcing data, including air temperature, relative humidity, dew point, cloudiness, and wind are from the Naval Air Station located at the Patuxent River mouth (USW00013721; 38.286N, -76.412W; Figure 1). Nutrient and sediment loadings were generated by using the Chesapeake Bay Program partnership watershed model (Chesapeake Bay Program 2017). All the sensitivity analysis scenarios presented in this paper share the same nutrient loads of the calibration (control) scenario, representing historical meteorological, watershed, and management conditions from 1991 to 2000. The annual average loading of total nitrogen to the Chesapeake Bay is about 146 $\times$ 10$^6$ kg and 10 $\times$ 10$^6$ kg of total phosphorus over the simulation period from 1991 to 2000. Open boundary conditions at the Bay mouth were based on linear interpolation of biweekly observations.

To simulate the effects of climate warming, the projected change in air temperatures was added to the observed $T_a$ in Equations (4–8) and the $T_a$, $K_T$, and $H_{net}$ were re-computed through the iterative procedure. Statistically downscaled projections using the Bias Corrected Spatial Disaggregation method for 31 GCMs included in Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5, CMIP5 (Taylor et al. 2011; IPCC 2013) were used. The GCMs were developed by research organizations from various countries over the world, including seven from U.S., four each from China, France, and Japan, three from Australia and Brazil, two from Germany and Norway, and one from the European Union, Canada, and Russia (Table 1). The monthly median of the ensemble projection from these 31 GCMs under the RCP4.5 scenario has been used in this study. The ensemble analysis provided county scale monthly air temperature change over the 30-year period between 2025 and 1995 (Chesapeake Bay Program 2020). Data collected at the Naval Air Station at the Patuxent River Mouth were
used to drive the ICM simulation for the control scenario. This station is located at the boundary between Calvert and St. Mary’s counties in Maryland. Consequently, the average of the projected change in temperature between these two counties was used for the climate change scenarios. This analysis showed that the average monthly air temperature was projected to increase by about 0.92°C in February to as high as 1.22°C in December over the 30 years from 1995 to 2025, with an annual average increase of about 1.06°C (Chesapeake Bay Program 2020).

At the open boundary connecting to the coastal and continental shelf waters, Thomas et al. (2017) and Dupigny-Giroux et al. (2018) conducted extensive analyses on historical data of SST on the Northeastern U.S. Continental Shelf and the Mid-Atlantic Bight to estimate the change in observed water temperature over multiple decades. Thomas et al. (2017) reported that SST increased 0.3°C per decade from 1982 to 2014, which is equivalent to 0.9°C over 30 years. Similarly, Dupigny-Giroux et al. (2018) estimated that SST increased 0.033°C per year from 1982 to 2016, which yields a 0.99°C increase over 30 years. Based on these studies, water temperature change at the open boundary was linked to the air temperature change by a factor of 0.9 for the surface layer, which yields an increase of 0.95°C over 30 years. Water column temperatures at the open boundary for the control scenario were based on field measurements at the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Origin</th>
<th>Country</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACCESS1-0</td>
<td>Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization and Bureau of Meteorology</td>
<td>Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCC-CSM1-1</td>
<td>Beijing Climate Center, China Meteorological Administration</td>
<td>China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCC-CSM1-1-M</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CanESM2</td>
<td>Canadian Centre for Climate Modelling and Analysis</td>
<td>Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCSI4</td>
<td>National Center for Atmospheric Research</td>
<td>U.S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CESM1-BGC</td>
<td>Community Earth System Model Contributors</td>
<td>U.S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CESM1-CAM5</td>
<td></td>
<td>U.S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMCC-CM</td>
<td>Centro Euro-Mediterraneo per I Cambiamenti Climatici</td>
<td>EU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNRM-CM5</td>
<td>Centre National de Recherches Meteorologiques/Centre Européen de Recherche et Formation Avancée en Calcul Scientifique</td>
<td>France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSIRO-Mk3-6-0</td>
<td>Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization, Queensland Climate Change Centre of Excellence</td>
<td>Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FGOALS-g2</td>
<td>Laboratory of Numerical Modeling for Atmospheric Sciences and Geophysical Fluid Dynamics, Institute of Atmospheric Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, and Center for Earth System Science, Tsinghua University</td>
<td>China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIO-ESM</td>
<td>The First Institute of Oceanography, State Oceanic Administration, China</td>
<td>China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFDL-CM3</td>
<td>NOAA Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory</td>
<td>U.S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFDL-ESM2G</td>
<td></td>
<td>U.S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFDL-ESM2M</td>
<td></td>
<td>U.S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GISS-E2-R</td>
<td>NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies</td>
<td>U.S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HadGEM2-AO</td>
<td>Met Office Hadley Centre (additional HadGEM2ES realizations contributed by Instituto Nacional de Pesquisas Espaciais)</td>
<td>Brazil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HadGEM2-CC</td>
<td></td>
<td>Brazil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HadGEM2-ES</td>
<td></td>
<td>Brazil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INM-CM4</td>
<td>Institute for Numerical Mathematics</td>
<td>Russia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPSL-CM5A-LR</td>
<td>Institut Pierre-Simon Laplace</td>
<td>France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPSL-CM5A-MR</td>
<td></td>
<td>France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPSL-CM5B-LR</td>
<td></td>
<td>France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIROC-ESM</td>
<td>Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology, Atmosphere and Ocean Research Institute (The University of Tokyo), and National Institute for Environmental Studies</td>
<td>Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIROC5</td>
<td></td>
<td>Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIROC-ESMCHEM</td>
<td></td>
<td>Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIROC5</td>
<td></td>
<td>Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPI-ESM-LR</td>
<td>Max-Planck-Institut fur Meteorologie (Max Planck Institute for Meteorology)</td>
<td>Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPI-ESM-MR</td>
<td></td>
<td>Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI-CGCM3</td>
<td>Meteorological Research Institute</td>
<td>Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NorESM1-M</td>
<td>Norwegian Climate Centre</td>
<td>Norway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NorESM1-ME</td>
<td></td>
<td>Norway</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
entrance of the Bay. Temperature change across the water column under future climate change conditions was assumed to co-vary with observed profile and stratification in the open boundary specification as described below under unstratified and stratified conditions. If the water column is well mixed without stratification, water temperature change is the same from the surface to the bottom. Under stratified conditions, water temperature change is proportional to the ratio between the observed water temperature in the water column and the surface water temperature. If the water temperature at a depth is half of the surface temperature, for example, water temperature change under climate change condition is half of the surface temperature change at that depth.

Observed Data and Statistical Analysis

The Chesapeake Bay Program has maintained a monitoring program for the entire Bay since 1984. From a larger monitoring network, 26 stations located in the main stem and the major tributaries were selected for model calibration (Figure 1). Sampling is carried out twice per month from March through October and once per month for the rest of the year. A wide range of physical, biological, and biogeochemical parameters were analyzed, but in this paper only temperature, salinity, DO, and chlorophyll are presented. Time-series data were plotted for the central Bay station CB4.2C, whereas data from all other stations were compared using Taylor and Target Diagrams (Taylor 2001; Jolliff et al. 2009; Tian et al. 2014). Briefly, Taylor diagrams compare the simulation to observations in terms of the correlation coefficient, the standard deviation (std) of both simulated and observed data, and centered root mean squared error (CRMSE) on the same diagram (Taylor 2001). The angle from zero indicates the correlation between simulation and observation and the distance from the origin is the normalized std of the simulated values (simulation std divided by observation std), with the result that the overall distance between data and simulation on the Taylor diagram is proportional to the CRMSE.

In the Target diagram, the bias between the simulation mean and the observation mean is scaled on the y axis and the CRMSE (unbiased) on the x axis. As a result, the root mean squared error (RMSE) is the radial distance from the origin to the data point (Jolliff et al. 2009; Tian 2019). As in the Taylor diagram, the bias and RMSE are normalized to the std of the observed data. The combined Taylor and Target diagram can thus give a comprehensive assessment of the simulation by providing the correlation coefficient, std, the CRMSE, the bias, and the total RMSE (see “Results” section for graphic examples).

Model Operation

The model was first spun up with 1991 forcing repeated over 10 years to equilibrate the storages in the model to changes in inputs, then run an additional 10 years from 1991 to 2000 for the analyzed outputs. The period was selected by the Chesapeake Bay Program partnership as a representative hydrologic decade for the Chesapeake Bay TMDL (USEPA 2010; Linker et al. 2013). Five scenarios were simulated: (1) The control run using the forcing and nutrient loading representing conditions from 1991 through 2000; (2) the All factors scenario which includes all the changes considered in this paper under climate warming conditions: heat flux increase at the sea surface, temperature increase at the open boundary, DO solubility, biological rates, current, turbulence diffusivity, and temperature simulated under climate warming condition; (3) the DO solubility scenario in which all forcing files and hydrodynamic fields were kept the same as in the control run, except the DO solubility which was computed using the temperature simulated under climate warming conditions; (4) the Biological rate scenario in which all the forcing files were the same as in the control run except biological rates which were recomputed using the temperature simulated under climate warming conditions; and (5) the Stratification scenario in which all the forcing files were kept the same as in the control run except the turbulence diffusivity field which was recomputed under climate warming conditions. Changes in the stratification under climate warming condition were reflected in the turbulence diffusivity field, with stronger stratification leading to lower turbulence diffusivity and vice versa.

RESULTS

Observed and Simulated Time-Series Data at the Central Station CB4.2C

This section compares the outputs of the control run with field measurements to evaluate the model performance and accuracy in reproducing the field observations. Figure 3 depicts the 10-year time series data of temperature, salinity, DO, and chlorophyll at both the surface and bottom layers at Station CB4.2C.
located in the central Bay where the water depth reaches to 30 m. The temperature simulation matched well with the observations in both seasonal cycles and magnitude (Figure 3a). Water temperature reached up to 30°C in summer and down to near 0°C in winter in both the simulation and observation. There were interannual variations in the temperature time-series data, with temperature reaching up to 30°C in the summer of 1995, but only 26°C in the summer of 1992. Water temperature dropped to 0°C in the winter of 1996, but only to 6°C in 1997. The average temperature in summer was 26.0°C in the surface layer and 25.2°C in the bottom layer, and winter temperatures for the surface and bottom layers were 4.8 and 4.9°C, respectively. The most significant difference was the lag time between bottom and surface layers in spring when the temperature increased in the bottom layer lagged the surface layer by about four weeks.

The salinity simulation matched relatively well with the observations during the entire simulation period (Figure 3b). In contrast to temperature which did not show a significant vertical difference during most of the time, salinity was significantly different between the surface and bottom layers. The long-term average salinity over 10 years was 16 psu in the surface layer and 22 psu in the bottom layer, i.e., a difference of 6 psu. Given the strong halocline with lighter fresher water above heavier saltier water, the pycnocline existed despite the weak thermocline. Seasonal variation of salinity was much smaller than that of temperature. Nonetheless, salinity tended to be lower during spring than in other seasons, indicating freshening during the high river discharge season.

The model successfully reproduced the seasonal variations and differences of DO between the surface and bottom layers (Figure 3c). Hypoxia, defined as DO
<2 mg/L (Zhang et al. 2010; Roman et al. 2019), occurred every summer in the bottom water. It started typically in April and ended in September, a duration of about five months. DO in the surface layer ranged from 6 mg/L in summer to 14 mg/L in early spring. The higher DO concentration in winter and spring was related to increased DO solubility in winter and supersaturation during phytoplankton blooms in spring. Even in winter when vertical mixing was stronger, stratification in DO concentration remained with higher DO in the surface layer than in the bottom layer. There was high spatial and temporal variability in observed chlorophyll concentrations which were difficult to simulate with similar accuracy as the other variables presented above (Figure 3d). Nonetheless, the magnitude and seasonality were coherent between the two datasets, higher during the spring and summer seasons and lower in winter. The water depth at the central station CB4.2C is 30 m, which is much deeper than the euphotic zone. However, chlorophyll concentration exhibited remarkable seasonal cycles in the bottom layer. Bottom chlorophyll concentration was almost as high as in the surface layer during the spring phytoplankton bloom, indicating a quick transfer of phytoplankton biomass from the surface to the bottom layer through sinking. Summer chlorophyll concentration remained at a relatively high level in the surface layer, but not in the bottom layer. The reduction in chlorophyll concentration in the deep layer was typically contemporaneous with the reduction of DO when bottom water temperature rose above 15°C.

**Taylor and Target Diagram Comparison between Simulation and Observation**

As mentioned earlier, data from 26 stations were used for model calibration. It is impractical to present all the time-series data for all the stations. Instead, the Taylor and Target diagrams were used to assess the accuracy of the model predictions against observed data for all calibration stations (Figures 4 and 5). Results from the temperature simulation were comparable to measurements for both surface and bottom waters (Figure 4a, 4b for surface water and e and f for bottom water). All of the stations were clustered close to the data (the stars in Figures 4 and 5) on the Taylor diagram and at the center on the Target diagram, which means that there was a high correlation ($r > 0.95$) between the simulation and observation and limited or negligible bias between them ($<0.5$ of observation std). The comparison between salinity simulation and observation was less robust than temperature, but within a reasonable range in terms of correlation coefficients and CRMSE (Figure 4c, 4d, 4g, 4h). Most of the correlation coefficients between simulation and observations were higher than 0.7, with centered root mean square errors lower than half of the std of the observed data (Figure 4c, 4g). Station CB1.1 located at the Bay head was an outlier, basically without correlation between simulation and measurements. This station is in the tidal fresh zone where salinity was mostly zero and occasionally with a value <0.5 psu. Stations TF1.7, CB7.4, and CB7.4N also had higher CRMSEs than the rest of the stations in the surface layer. TF1.7 is also located in the tidal fresh zone (Figure 1). This suggested that the calibrated CH3D-ICM was robust for the mainstem Bay, but in tidal fresh areas in the tributaries, the simulation was less robust than in the main stem.

DO simulation was also very robust as compared with the observed data (Figure 5a, 5b, 5e, 5f). On the Taylor diagram, the correlation coefficients between simulation and observation were higher than 0.8 for most of the stations with a CRMSE smaller than half of the std of the observation (Figure 5a, 5e). Two stations in the tidal fresh zone, TF2.1 in the Potomac River and TF5.5 in the James River, had a correlation coefficient of approximately 0.6 and a CRMSE within about 1 std of the observation. These two stations were also outliers in the Target diagram (Figure 5b, 5f). Most of the stations had total RMSEs within 1, but Stations TF2.1 and TF5.5 had total RMSEs about 1.5 and 2. Both the bias and the unbiased RMSEs due to variability contributed to the increased total mean squared error.

The chlorophyll simulation was not as robust as the previous variables (Figure 5c, 5d, 5g, 5h). Although the magnitude and seasonality were reproduced by the model (Figure 3d), the correlation coefficients ranged between 0.2 and 0.8 for most of the stations in the surface layer. The bias on the Target diagram was mostly within 1 std of the data, but the unbiased RMSE reached 2–3 times of the std of the observation. The high variability in space and time made it relatively difficult for the model to exactly reproduce the data. However, the magnitude and seasonal variations matched well between model prediction and observation.

**Temperature Change under Climate Warming Condition**

Average surface water temperature was computed for the 10-year simulation in August, which is generally the warmest month. Average water temperature did not show dramatic spatial variation in the Bay (Figure 6a). The surface water temperature was mostly about 27°C. Only two areas showed significant anomaly, the Bay mouth where the surface water
FIGURE 4. Taylor (left) and Target (right) diagrams for surface temperature (a,b) and salinity (c,d) and bottom temperature (e,f) and salinity (g,h) between the control simulation and observation at the calibration stations. Bias is the difference of mean between simulation and observation and unbias is the centered root mean squared error.
FIGURE 5. Taylor (left) and Target (right) diagram for surface DO (a,b) and chlorophyll (c,d), and bottom DO (e,f), and chlorophyll (g,h) between the control simulation and observation at the calibration stations.
temperature was about 2°C lower and the eastern side of the lower Bay where temperature was about 1°C higher than the rest of the Bay. Similar patterns at the mouth and eastern side were simulated in the bottom layer (Figure 6b). Additionally, the bottom temperature in the main stem was slightly lower than in the shallow regions, but the difference was mostly within 1°C. Water temperature change with climate warming was mostly within the range from 0.7°C to 1.0°C (Figure 6c, 6d). Overall water temperatures increased less in the main stem than in the shallow areas and surface water temperature tended

![Temperature distribution](image)

**FIGURE 6.** Temperature (°C) in the surface (a) and bottom (b) layers of the control run and temperature change in the surface (c) and bottom (d) layers between the All factors combined run and the control run (average in August from 1991 to 2000).
to increase more than in the bottom layer. Also, the temperature change appeared higher at the mouth of the Bay, but this signal did not widely spread into the interior of the Bay.

Along the main stem of the Bay, surface water temperature increased by 0.85°C to 0.94°C in summer (June through September) and bottom water temperature by 0.77°C to 0.96°C (Figure 7). At the station CB2.1 at the Bay head and at the lower Bay from Station CB6.2 on the Rappahannock Shoal to the Bay mouth, water temperature increased under climate warming conditions was practically the same in the surface and bottom layers. In the main stem of the Bay from Station CB3.2 to CB5.5, surface water temperature increased more than bottom water temperature. Surface water temperature increased about 0.92°C and bottom water by 0.85°C. At Station CB3.2 in the upper Bay, temperature change was the lowest among all the main stem stations, by 0.85°C in the surface and 0.77 at the bottom. This was also noticeable in the spatial distribution (Figure 6c, 6d) in which there was an area in the upper Bay where temperature change was lower as compared to the rest of the Bay. Overall, the differences in water temperature change under warming climate were limited along the Bay and between the surface and bottom layers, mostly within 10%.

As a comparison with field observations, the long-term trend of measured surface water temperature from 1984 to 2016 at the central Bay station CB4.2C showed a slope of 0.0346°C per year, which yields a 30-year increase of about 1°C in the surface layer, and 0.9°C in the bottom layers (Figure 8). These numbers were quite comparable to the simulated results of temperature increase over 30 years, with a difference <10%. As mentioned earlier, data analysis in the coastal region also generated a similar magnitude of temperature increase over 30 years (Thomas et al. 2017; Dupigny-Giroux et al. 2018).

Bottom DO Change under Climate Warming Condition

The bottom DO concentration in the control run (Figure 9a) and bottom DO concentration change under climate warming conditions (Figure 9b) for August averaged over 10 years were from the bottom model cells in the simulation domain. Given that the bottom cells were at different depths based on the bathymetry of the Bay, the mapped values were not at the same depth. Hypoxia, defined here as DO <2.0 mg/L, occurred in the deep channel in the central part of the Bay, with only limited occurrence on the eastern tributaries (Figure 9a). DO decreased practically in the entire model domain in the simulation with climate warming condition compared to the control run (Figure 9b). Only at the Bay mouth was DO concentration similar in both climate warming and control run simulations, which most likely resulted from the same specified DO concentration at the open boundary. In the main stem of the Bay and in the lower estuaries of all the tributaries, bottom DO concentrations decreased in spatial average by about 0.2 ± 0.06 mg/L from the control run to the climate warming simulation. On the Eastern Shore in the mid-Bay and in the tidal fresh zone of the tributaries, DO concentration decreased up to 0.3 ± 0.07 mg/L.

![Figure 7](image-url)  
**FIGURE 7.** Summer (June–September) water temperature change (delta T) under 2025 climate warming condition (CWC) from the control run. Black: Surface water temperature change along the main stem stations; Blue: Bottom water temperature change along the main stem stations.
Simulated Hypoxic Volume in the Bay

Hypoxia is defined here as DO concentration below 2 mg/L (Zhang et al. 2010; Roman et al. 2019). The average daily hypoxic volume in summer (June through September) over the 10 simulated years was 4.57 km³ in the whole Bay and increased to 4.98 km³ in the climate-warming scenario with all factors included (Figure 10). As mentioned in the Methods section, the DO solubility decreases with increasing water temperature and a 1°C increase in water temperature from 25°C will lead to a 0.15 mg/L decrease in DO saturation.

In addition, an increase in water temperature will increase the biological rates including both phytoplankton growth and remineralization of organic substances. As the phytoplankton growth was mostly limited by nutrient limitation, temperature tended to influence remineralization more than phytoplankton growth. Temperature could also affect the pycnocline, which could limit vertical mixing and alter hypoxia in deeper layers. By only changing the stratification under climate warming conditions, the hypoxic volume in the Bay increased from 4.57 to 4.61 km³, an increase of <1%. When the biological rates were computed with the climate warming temperature, the hypoxia volume increased to 4.73 km³, an increase of about 3%. When only the DO saturation was computed with climate warming conditions, the hypoxia volume increased to 4.78 km³, an increase of 5%. Therefore, changes in DO solubility had the highest influence on DO in the deep layers of the Bay due to climate warming, followed by biological rates, whereas changes in the stratification played a minor role. Assuming the total impact on a score of 100%, DO solubility contributed 56%, biological rate changes contributed 33%, and stratification contributed 11%.

Climate warming has the potential to prolong the duration of hypoxia as well. Murphy et al. (2011)
developed a method to quantify hypoxic duration at an observation station in the deep central Bay. When the daily average DO concentration for the bottom 5 m of the water column is below the critical value of 2 mg/L that day is counted as a hypoxic day. The sum of hypoxic days in a year gives the hypoxia duration. We applied this method to the central station CB4.2C to estimate the impact of climate warming on the duration of hypoxia in the Bay (Figure 10b). The hypoxic duration averaged over the 10 simulation years in the calibration run was 124.8 days, which increased by 6.6% to 133.0 days in the run with all factors combined. Change in DO solubility extended the hypoxia duration from 124.8 to 126.9 days (1.7% increase), biological rates to 127.2 days (1.9% increase), and stratification to 127.3 days (2.0% increase). Note that the sum of the effect of each individual factor was smaller than the effect of all the factors combined due to interaction among the factors.

Primary Production, Remineralization, and Sediment Oxygen Demand in the Central Bay Segment CB4MH

The Chesapeake Bay Program divides the Chesapeake and its tidal tributaries into monitoring segments to organize data collection (USEPA 2004). The segment CB4MH is in the central Bay where annual hypoxia is particularly widespread and persistent. The segment name indicates that it is the fourth main stem monitoring segment (CB4) from the head of the Bay in the mesohaline region (MH). It also has a relatively well-defined boundary without major tributaries (Figure 1). The largest tributary discharging directly to this segment is the Choptank River, with a long-term average discharge of 6 m³/s (USGS 2020a), which is negligible as compared to the total freshwater discharge into the Bay of 2,254 m³/s (USGS 2020b). As such, this segment was used for integrated variable analysis in this paper. The simulated gross primary production in CB4MH was 2.26 g C/m²/day, which is consistent with the literature (Figure 11a). Son et al. (2014) found that CB4MH was a high primary production region, ranging from 1 to 3 g C/m²/day. Harding et al. (2016) reported that net primary production ranged from 1.6 g C/m²/day in dry years to 2.6 g C/m²/day in wet years in Chesapeake Bay. The primary production increased to 2.32 g C/m²/day in the climate warming scenario, an increase of about 3%. Both changes in DO solubility and stratification did not significantly alter the primary production, with an increase of <1% to 2.27 g C/m²/day. Change in the biological rate contributed

FIGURE 9. Simulated bottom DO (a) and DO change under CWC (b) averaged in August over 10 years (in mg/L).
the most to the climate warming impact on primary production, with an increase of 2% to 2.30 g C/m²/day.

The community respiration in the control run was 4.96 g O/m²/day (Figure 11b). With an O:C weight ratio of 2.67, the community respiration was 1.86 g C/m²/day in the control run, amounting to 82% of the primary production. In the scenario under climate warming conditions with all factors combined, the community respiration increased 3.6% to 5.14 g O/m²/day, which is higher than the 3% increase in primary production. Community respiration increased by 2.4% in biological rates scenario, 0.8% in the DO solubility scenario, and 0.4% in the stratification scenario compared to the control run.

Sediment oxygen demand (SOD) was 0.67 g O/m²/day in the control scenario, representing 14% of the community respiration in the water column (Figure 11c). Field measurements of SOD reported by Cowan and Boynton (1996) ranged from 0.05 to 0.86 g O/m²/day, encompassing the simulated value. SOD in the All factors scenario under the climate warming condition increased by 3% to 0.69 g O/m²/day. The biological rate dominated, contributing
FIGURE 11. Gross primary production (a), community respiration (b), and sediment oxygen demand (c) averaged in summer from June through September over 10 years in the central segment CB4MH of the Bay (see Figure 10 caption for scenario definition). Percentages are the relative changes as compared to the control run.
about 50% of the total effect, whereas the DO solubility and stratification scenarios combined contributed the other 50%.

DISCUSSION

Bottom Water Temperature and Heat Flux

Bottom water temperatures were similar to the surface layer during the summer season. A key question is: How does heat from the surface reach the bottom? In the model, the heat flux from the atmosphere warms only the surface layer. Theoretically, solar radiation can penetrate the water column to the depth of the euphotic zone. Vertical mixing could bring surface water and associated heat to the bottom. However, given the strong halocline year-round, vertical mixing is limited, particularly during the summer season. An alternative possibility is through horizontal advection. There is a sill in the lower Bay at the mouth of the Rappahannock River, the Rappahannock Shoal, where the water depth of 13 m is considerably shallower than upstream or downstream sections of the Bay. This is known as a hydraulic control point where convergence and downwelling happens (Maryland Sea Grant College 2004; Scully 2016), which has the potential to bring surface water of higher temperature to the deep channel. Scully (2016) conducted a field investigation across the Rappahannock Shoal and found strengthened vertical mixing and downwelling entrainment of surface water to the deep channel. The average salinity distribution across the Rappahannock Shoal in August over the 10-year simulation period shows a frontal convergence zone on the north side of the Rappahannock Shoal (Figure 12a). Salinity increases from 20 to 23 psu over a short distance across the shoal. Low salinity water was entrained from the shoal to the deep channel and this distribution pattern bears high similarity with field observations (Scully 2016).

Water temperature is higher in the deeper layers to the north of the Shoal compared to the deeper layers south of the shoal and shows a decreasing trend northward into the Bay, from about 25°C to 24°C (Figure 12b). Temperature isopleths sloped downward similarly to the salinity isopleths, supporting the interpretation that surface water from the shoals was entrained into the deeper Bay. Scully (2016) found that the water mass entrained in the deep channel propagates up-estuary to the mid-Bay along the deep channel and that this mechanism leads to a water temperature increase in the deep channel of the Bay. As mentioned

FIGURE 12. Salinity (a), temperature (b), and DO (c) transects along the main stem from the Bay mouth, crossing the Rappahannock Shoal (R Shoal) to the central Bay, average in August over the 10 simulated years in the control run.
earlier, the increase in water temperature in the deep channel lags the surface water by about four weeks during the spring season at the central station CB4.2C. In fact, this lag time increases from the Rappahannock Shoal to the upper Bay (Figure 13). At Station CB6.1 on the Shoal, surface and bottom water temperatures increase almost simultaneously during spring. At Station CB5.2 in the lower middle Bay, there is a lag time between surface and bottom water temperature on the order of two weeks. At the central station CB4.2C, the lag time increases to about four weeks and at the station CB3.3C in the upper Bay, the lag time increases further to about six weeks. This gradual increase in temperature lag time from the Rappahannock Shoal to the upper Bay is coherent with the fact that water of higher temperature is entrained from the Shoal to the deep channel and then propagates upstream along the deep channel. The distance from the Shoal to the central monitoring station CB4.2C is about 107 km. Propagation of 107 km in four weeks necessitates a speed of water mass movement of about 0.04 m/s. A propagation speed of 0.08 m/s was estimated from field measurements (Scully 2016). The propagation speed can vary in response to forcing like wind events or freshwater discharges, which affect the intensity of convergence and water mass entrainment in the vicinity of the Shoal.

Climate Warming Impact on Bottom DO and Hypoxia

A rapid drop in bottom DO occurred when bottom temperature increased to about 15°C, which corresponds to an abrupt decrease in bottom organic matter as indicated by chlorophyll concentration. The winter bottom temperature was about 5°C and an increase to 15°C doubled the respiration and remineralization rate, which appeared to be the primary driver for hypoxia development in the deep Bay. Remineralization and sediment early diagenesis are accelerated under increased water temperature leading to increased oxygen consumption as reflected in the biological rate scenario compared with the control scenario.

The effect of DO solubility on hypoxia development is stronger than either the biological rate or stratification effect. A DO anomaly is generated when relatively high DO water extends to the deeper layers near the Rappahannock Shoal (Figure 12c), following the same pattern as salinity and temperature. In the control scenario, this constitutes a source of DO to the deep channel (Scully 2016). With climate warming, the entrained water will have relatively lower DO due to saturation effects, reducing the DO supply through vertical mixing and convection at the Rappahannock hydraulic control point. The subpycnocline upstream DO flux at the southern boundary of the central segment CB4MH was 16.0 kg/s into the segment and 11.9 kg/s through the northern boundary out of the segment in the control scenario in summer (June–September). Given that the total volume below the surface pycnocline is about $4.88 \times 10^9$ m$^3$, the horizontal flux would increase DO concentration by 0.073 mg/L per day on average if DO consumption remained the same. The reduced solubility lowered
the horizontal DO flux crossing the boundaries of segment CB4MH. The DO flux crossing the southern boundary decreased by 3% to 15.5 kg/s and at the northern boundary also by 3% to 11.5 kg/s, leading to a daily change of 0.071 mg/L in DO concentration, lower than in the control run.

Climate change has multiple ways of affecting water quality in the Bay, such as changes in precipitation, nutrient loadings from the watershed, and sea level rise. This paper focuses only on climate warming effects. Effects of climate change on precipitation and nutrient loadings from the watershed are covered in Bhatt et al. (this volume) and the influence of sea level rise on Chesapeake Bay water quality is described in Linker et al. (this volume). The simulation projected changes over 30 years from 1995 to 2025.

CONCLUSION

Under the ever-increasing climate warming impact on estuarine and aquatic ecosystems, understanding the mechanisms through which climate change alters the functionality of ecosystems and influences water quality is critical for effective adaptive management decision making to mitigate climate warming impacts. Chesapeake Bay, the largest estuary in the U.S., is under severe anthropogenic stress from excessive nutrient loadings leading to eutrophication and hypoxia in the summer. A large-scale, comprehensive partnership, the Chesapeake Bay Program, is working to mitigate the anthropogenic stress by reducing nutrient loadings from the watershed under the Chesapeake TMDL, established in 2010 (USEPA 2010). The 2010 TMDL and subsequent management decisions were made assuming 1991–2000 climate conditions. It is critical, however, to assess the management decisions and measures under future climate change conditions to guide adaptive management actions and ensure the effectiveness and success of the management program.

The regulatory model suite of CH3D-ICM has been used in this paper to assess climate warming impacts on water quality as measured by DO concentration and hypoxic volume in Chesapeake Bay. The model has been first calibrated with field observations from 1991 to 2000, and then applied under climate warming conditions. Further model application allowed us to discern the impact of individual factors related to climate warming, including changes in DO solubility, biological rate, and stratification. Bottom water temperature increases during later spring and earlier summer accelerate remineralization and set up hypoxia development in the deep channel. Climate warming alters the biogeochemical dynamics through changes in DO solubility, remineralization rate, and stratification. Model simulation estimates that climate warming by 1.06°C in the atmosphere from 1995 to 2025 will lead to an increase of about 0.90°C in water temperatures in the surface layers of the Bay and about 0.85°C in the deeper central Bay. The water temperature change will lead to an increase in summer hypoxia volume of 9% in the entire Bay (410 Mm³), of which change in DO solubility will contribute 56%, changes in biological rates 33%, and stratification 11%. The effect of changes in biological rates is readily understandable. Primary production, respiration, remineralization, and SOD all increase under climate warming conditions. Likewise, the stratification effect increases under climate warming leading to a decrease in vertical mixing. However, the effect of changes in DO solubility, which is the primary factor in determining the climate warming effect on DO, requires a more nuanced explanation since hypoxic water oxygen content is not directly limited by solubility. It has been found that the Rappahannock Shoal, a hydraulic control spot, plays a critical role in controlling bottom water temperature and DO flux in the deep channel of the Bay. The abrupt change in bathymetry from the deep channel to the Rappahannock Shoal creates a convergence zone between fresher southward-moving surface water and saltier northward-moving bottom water from the coastal ocean, where downwelling and enhanced vertical mixing occur. The water of higher temperature entrained from the Rappahannock Shoal into the deep channel propagates upstream to the central Bay, accelerates the remineralization of organic matter, and thus leads to rapid development of hypoxia in the deep channel. Under climate warming conditions, the DO saturation and DO concentration on the Rappahannock Shoal decrease, reducing the DO flux entrained to the deep channel and leading to an increase in hypoxic volume stemming from changes in DO solubility. Our findings add another dimension to the understanding of the formation and climate warming impact on hypoxia in the Bay.
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